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an the-Ballad repr-it -1 summarizes her findings

as follows:

Songs composed. and sung by individuals and songs sung
by groups of singers (or "throngs," if you prefer) are
to be found in the most primitive of living tribes.
That in the earliest stage there was group utterance
only, arising from the folk-dance, is fanciful hypo
thesis. That primitive song is of group composition
or collaboration, not individual composition, is
quite as ac2

&re~ view is corroborated by Paul Radin: n an article
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I think we can safely dismiss all theories of coinfiunal
authorship. The evidence at our disposal today proves
overwhelmingly that poems and prose narratives are
composed by individuals, no matter how communal the
setting in which they are composed.. Nor is there any
reason for believing that at any t e in the history
of the world, it has been otherwise
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As regards medieval literature,

Nhelenlied and1Beowul R.1 Chambers (Man c-4Jnconguerahle
//i

ohers have pointed out that, although these works

show a combination of ideas from different sources, the quality

of composition does not allow merely sticking lays together.

Chambers well remarks, "Half a dozen motor-biiç cannot be

combined to make a Rolls-Royce 'a/ CZ-iceding the view that

was the work of both pagan and Christian writers, he

says




/i4nost students have long ago abandoned the attempt
-(to e--t the em into Christian
-ando-eotionc) and, have come to agree that 'the Christian
elements are, almost without exception, so deeply
ingrained in the very fabric of the poem that they cannot
be explained away as the work of a rev/ :er or later,
interpolator. IL/ 'ti/7' -/(p c'1'co'ej 1'0,0 at/
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